MENU OPTIONS

150 S.F. PRIVATE OFFICE

COMMON ELEMENTS
- 30' DEEP FRONT WORKSURFACE
- (1) CLOSED OVERHEAD STORAGE WITH TASK LIGHTS
- (1) SLATWALL TO HANG ACCESSORIES: SEE PAGE 14 FOR ACCESSORIES OPTIONS.
- (1) BOX/BOX/FILE: 15" WIDE STORAGE WITH TWO 6" HIGH DRAWERS AND ONE 12" HIGH FILE DRAWER, PENCIL TRAY INSERT
- (1) TASK CHAIR: "ZODY" CHAIR (MESH BACK) OR "IMPROV HE" CHAIR (UPHOLSTERED BACK) OR "IMPROV SE" CHAIR (MESH BACK): SEE PAGE 13 FOR TASK CHAIR OPTIONS
- (3) GUEST CHAIRS: POLY BACK, UPHOLSTERED SEAT WITH ARMS AND CASTERS
- (1) 3' DIA. ROUND TABLE

OPTION A:
- U-SHAPE WORKSURFACE
- (1) LATERAL FILE: 3' WIDE STORAGE WITH TWO FILE DRAWERS
- (2) 3' TACKBOARDS
- (1) ADDITIONAL CLOSED OVERHEAD STORAGE: 8' TOTAL

OPTION B:
- L-SHAPE WORKSURFACE
- (1) STAND ALONE STORAGE UNIT OF YOUR CHOICE: SEE PAGE 16 FOR STORAGE OPTION IMAGE.
  - B1: BOOKSHELVES
  - B2: DATUM FILE
  - B3: 2-TIER LATERAL FILE DRAWERS AND CABINET COMBINATION
  - B4: 2-TIER LATERAL FILE DRAWERS AND 3-TIER BOOKCASE COMBINATION

OPTION C:
- SINGLE 30'X72' WORKSURFACE
- (2) 5-TIER BOOKCASE
- (1) STAND ALONE STORAGE UNIT OF YOUR CHOICE: SEE PAGE 16 FOR STORAGE OPTION IMAGE.
  - C1: BOOKSHELVES
  - C2: DATUM FILE
  - C3: LATERAL FILE DRAWERS AND CABINET COMBINATION
  - C4: LATERAL FILE DRAWERS AND BOOKCASE COMBINATION